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NOODLES AND RICE (MAIN)
DRUNKEN NOODLES (PAD KEE MAO)      - 2,4,8,13                                    £7.75 
Packing a punch, our drunken noodles are made up of thick rice noodles cooked in 
a chilli and garlic sauce with Shaoxing wine. Includes green beans, bamboo shoots, 
onions and peppers and Thai basil choice of chicken, prawn, beef or pork.

PHAD THAI          - 2,3,4,5,10,11,13                                                                  £7.50 
The all-famous street food of Thailand, our Phad Thai is cooked in a combination 
of a signature sweet and savoury sauce combined with rice noodles, made with 
beansprouts, carrots spring onions and your choice of meat. topped with crushed 
Peanuts for a crunch. choice of chicken or prawn.

SINGAPORE NOODLES       - 2,3,4,8,13                                                        £7.25 
A blend of Singapore spices and seasonings cooked in a  sauce combined  
with rice noodles, stir fried with onions, peppers spring onions and your choice of 
chicken or prawn. Garnished with fried onions and coriander.

THAI SOFT NOODLES  (PAD SI XIW)         - 2,4,8,13                                      £7 
Cooked using our thick rice noodles seasoned in a soy sauce base stir  
fried with egg, carrots and Chinese leaf and spring greens with your  
choice of meat: chicken, pork or beef.

CHOW MEIN NOODLES       - 2,4,8,13                                                           £7 
Thin yellow egg noodles in a soy sauce base stir fried with egg,  
onions carrots, suggested with beef or chicken.

SINGAPORE FRIED RICE       - 2,3,4,8,13                                                      £7.50                                                 
A blend of Singapore spices incorporated with our egg fried rice,  
including onions, carrots and choice of chicken or prawn.

SPECIAL FRIED RICE (KHAO PAD LOAM NEU)      - 2,4,13                         £7.50 
Fried rice with chicken, beef, pork and prawn stir fried with fresh onions,  
tomatoes, and carrots. 

THAI ORCHID FRIED RICE (KHAO PAD)       - 2,3,4,13                                  £7 
Thai egg fried rice seasoned using our soy sauce base and includes onions, 
tomatoes, and carrots with your choice of meat: chicken,beef,pork or prawn.

CURRIES – SERVED WITH BOILED RICE
CHOOSE YOUR MEAT : CHICKEN/PORK/BEEF/PRAWN                          
MASSAMAN CURRY  (KAENG MASSAMAN)             - 3,5,10                            £9 
A customer favourite! Mild in spice but loaded flavour, our massaman  
curry is cooked in coconut milk with potatoes and onions, and garnished  
with corriander and toasted shallots.  

THAI RED CURRY (KAENG DENG)              - 3,5                                                     £9 
Authentic Thai red curry cooked in coconut milk with bamboo shoots,  
green beans and peppers and carrots and your choice of meat.

THAI GREEN CURRY (KAENG KIOW WAN)              - 3,5                                          £9 
A taste of Thailand in a bowl. Our green curry paste cooked with  
coconut milk, packed with  bamboo shoots, green beans, peppers,  
and carrots will be sure to transport you to the streets of Thailand.

PANANG CURRY (KAENG PENANG)             - 3,5                                                £9 
A Traditional Thai Penang curry with your choice of meat, a dry, rich curry  
cooked with coconut milk comes  with onions, peppers and Thai basil leaves.

JUNGLE CURRY (KAENG BAA)            - 3,5                                                         £9 
Originating from the jungles of Thailand. Our Jungle curry, a thinner  
consistency cooked without coconut milk, hot and aromatic. includes  
fine beans, bamboo shoots, peppers, and mushrooms. 

ROAST DUCK CURRY (KAENG PHED PED YANG)            - 3,5                             £9 
Rich and flavourful, made using red curry paste and sliced roasted duck breast 
includes tomatoes, pineapples and fresh basil cooked with coconut milk. 

ALLERGEN INFORMATION:  Numbers beside each dish correspond  
with allergens detailed below i.e. FISH & EGG ALLERGY No. 5,4

CELERY (1), LUPIN (6), PEANUTS (11), CEREALS (2), CRUSTACEANS (3), EGGS (4),  
FISH (5), MILK (7), MOLLUSC (8), MUSTARD (9), NUTS (10), SESAME (12),  
SOYA (13), SULPHUR DIOXIDE (14)

VEGETARIAN MAINS  
CURRIES (V)  SERVED WITH BOILED RICE 
THAI GREEN CURRY (GENG KIOW WAN)      - 2,3,5,13                                 £7 
A taste of Thailand in a dish. Our Vegetarian green curry paste cooked  
with coconut milk, packed with  bamboo shoots, green beans, peppers,  
and carrots will be sure to transport you to the streets of Thailand.

THAI RED CURRY    (GENG DENG)      - 2,3,5,13                                        £7 
Authentic Thai red curry paste with only vegetables  cooked in coconut  
milk including bamboo shoots, green beans,  peppers and carrots.  
Other fresh veg may be used.  

JUNGLE CURRY    (GENG BAA)       - 2,3,5       £7 
Originating from the jungles of Thailand. Our Jungle curry, a thinner  
consistency cooked without coconut milk, hot and aromatic. includes fine  
beans, bamboo- shoots, peppers, and mushrooms. Guarantees a bit of a kick.  

MASSMAN CURRY   (GENG MASSAMAN)         - 2,3,5                              £7 
A customer favourite! Mild in spice but loaded with flavour, our massaman  
curry is cooked in coconut milk with potatoes and onions, carrots,  
then garnished with cashew nuts and toasted shallots. 

FROM THE WOK (V) SERVED WITH BOILED RICE
THAI ORCHID VEGETABLES            - 2,10,13                                                     £6.75 
A mixture of fresh vegetables stir fried in a soy and oyster sauce,  
a perfect light dish for as a side to share or as a meal for one. Cashews optional.

SWEET AND SOUR VEGETABLES             - 2   £6.75 
Freshly chosen mixed vegetables cooked in our home made sweet and sour sauce. 

AUBERGINE WITH BASIL LEAVES            - 2,13                                               £6.75 
Lightly fried aubergine stir fried in a garlic and chilli sauce with mixed vegetables. 

AUBERGINE WITH FRESH CHILLI           - 2,13                                               £6.75 
Lightly fried aubergine stir fried in a fresh chilli sauce that packs a punch with 
mixed vegetables. 

TOFU WITH BEANSPROUTS (PAD TONGNOK)         - 2,13                       £6.75 
Crispy tofu stir fried with bean sprouts and mixed veg in a light sauce.  

TOFU WITH FRESH CHILLI  (TOFU PAD PIK SOT)       - 2,13                    £6.75 
Crispy tofu stir fried in a fresh chilli and garlic sauce with onions,  
peppers and spring onions. A popular spicy option for vegetarians. 

NOODLES & RICE  (V)
PHAD THAI NOODLES  (PAD THAI)        - 2,4,10,11,13                                £6.75 
The all-famous Thai dish cooked with the signature sweet savoury sauce  
using thin flat rice noodles stir fried with beansprouts, carrots and  
garnished with crushed peanuts for a crunch.  

DRUNKEN NOODLES (PAD KEE MAO)           - 2,4,8,13                               £6.75 
Packing a punch, our drunken noodles are made up of thick rice noodles  
cooked in a chilli and garlic sauce with Shaoxing wine with a meat of your choice. 
Includes green beans, bamboo shoots, onions and peppers and fresh Thai basil.                                        

THAI SOFT NOODLES  (PAD SI XIW)            - 2,4,10,13                                     £6.50 
thick flat rice noodles stir fried in egg and a soy sauce base with green leaf, 
broccoli, and carrots and onions.

SINGAPORE NOODLES           - 2,3,4,8,13                                                        £6.50 
A blend of Singapore spices combined with thin flat rice noodles stir fried with 
beansprouts, onions and garnished with fried onions and coriander. 

SIDES 
PRAWN CRACKERS      WHITE//BROWN//MIXED           -2,3                   £2           
CHIPS                                                                                                   £2.25
EGG FRIED RICE           -2,4,13                                                                        £2
JASMINE RICE  (boiled rice)                                                                 £2
COCONUT  RICE OR STICKY RICE                                                         £2.50
NOODLES WITH BEANSPROUTS                                                         £2.25

W



SHARING PLATTERS
THAI ORCHID PLATTER FOR 2             - 1,2,3,4,10,11,12,13                                                £10 
Chicken Satay, ribs, pork on toast, spring rolls and fried dim sum  
Served with sweet chilli and satay sauce.

VEGETARIAN PLATTER FOR 2             - 2,3,4,12,13                                               £8 
Veg spring roll, Sweetcorn cakes, and vegetables in light batter.

STARTERS
CHICKEN SATAY (SATAY GAI)            – 1,2,3,5,9,10,11                                                    £4.50 
Classic marinated chicken skewers, served with our home made  
peanut satay sauce. 

STEAMED DIM SUM            - 2,3,12,13                                                                   £4.50 
A blend of mixed meats and seafood wrapped in a wonton pastry  
and steamed served with our dark soy sauce.

CRISPY DIM SUM            – 2,3,4,12,13                                                                       £4.50 
A blend of mixed meats and seafood wrapped in a wonton pastry and  
fried served with our dark soy sauce. 

SPARE RIBS (KRA DEUK MOO)            - 2,8,13                                        £4.75 
Pork spare ribs marinated in our pa loa sauce, fried and drizzled  
in pa loa sauce and laid on a light bed of veg.

KING PRAWN TEMPURA            - 2,3                                                              £4.75 
Butterflied peeled king prawns, coated in a panko breadcrumb  
and fried until crispy, served with sweet chilli sauce separate.

THAI FISH CAKE (TOD MUN PLHA)            - 3,4,5                                       £4.50 
Original fish cakes with Thai herbs, served with some small salad,  
and with sweet chilli sauce separate.

SPRING ROLLS (BAR BIA TOD)            - 2,12,13                                               £4.25 
Medium sized spring rolls, Chicken and vegetable filling in a crispy  
wonton pastry served  with sweet chilli sauce separate.

PORK ON TOAST (KANOM PANG NA MOO)            - 2,4,12,13                    £4.25 
Thick white bread, spreaded with a finely chopped pork blend and  
fried served with sweet chilli sauce.     

PRAWN ON TOAST (KANOM PANG NA KUNG)            2,3,4,12,13                 £4.50 
Thick white bread, spreaded with a finely chopped prawn blend and fried  
served with sweet chilli sauce.

THAI MUSSELS (HOY PAD KRAPOW)            - 2,3,8,13                                      £4.50 
Lightly battered and stir fried in garlic, chilli and basil sauce with  
peppers and onions.

THAI CRISPY WINGS (BEEK GAI TOD)            - 2,8,13                                                                          £4.25 
Fried chicken wings combined with a soy sauce blend,  
topped with crunchy garlic.

SQUID IN LIGHT BATTER (PLAMEUK TOD)            - 2,3,4,7,8,13                                                       £4.25 
Squid rings fried in a light batter served with sweet chilli sauce separate. 

VEGETARIAN STARTERS 
VEGETARIAN SPRING ROLLS (BAR BIA PAK TOD )           - 2,12,13                       £4.00 
Mixed vegetable filling, with crispy exterior served with sweet chilli sauce. 

SWEETCORN CAKES (TOD MAN KHAO POD )              - 2,4                                                               £4.25  
Home made sweetcorn cakes using sweetcorn combined with Taro,  
carrots with a thick cake like filling served with sweet chilli sauce. 

VEGETABLES IN LIGHT BATTER  (PAK SHOOK BENG)           - 2                                                     £4.25 
A generous portion of our freshest chosen vegetable in batter lightly  
fried and served with sweet chilli sauce. 

SOUP 
TOM YUM SOUP            - 1,2,3,5,7                                                                    £3.50 
Famous hot and sour soup made using chilli paste, lemon grass,  
fresh lime juice and leaves, galangal with tomatoes and mushrooms.  
(Add chicken £1 add prawn £1).

SWEETCORN SOUP             - 2,4,12,13                                                                £3.50  
Classic sweetcorn soup either enjoyed on its own or add shredded  
chicken breast.    (Add chicken for an additional £1).

FROM THE WOK - SERVED WITH BOILED RICE 
YOUR MEAT; CHICKEN, BEEF OR PORK   DUCK +£1.50 
GARLIC + PEPPER (PAD KRATIEM PRIK)             - 2,8,13                                      £7.25 
A customers favourite, sliced meat stir fried with onions and bell peppers  
in a fresh garlic and black pepper sauce topped with coriander and roasted garlic.

FRESH GINGER (PAD KRING)             - 1,2,8,13                                            £7.25 
Your choice of meat stir fried in a blend of soy sauce and Shaoxing wine  
with finely sliced fresh ginger, onions, carrots and mushrooms.

CASHEW NUTS (PAD MIT MA MEUNG)             - 2,3,5,8,10,13                           £7.25 
A Thai classic using crunchy golden cashew nuts in a simple but bold sauce  
with a mild heat in spice. Stir fried with onions, carrots, mushrooms and your 
choice of meat.

OYSTER SAUCE (NAM MUN HOY)             - 2,8,13                                           £7.25 
Stir fry using sliced meat of your choice stir cooked mixed veg in thick dark 
savoury and sweet oyster sauce with fresh broccoli, mushrooms, onions and 
carrots. 

FRESH CHILLI (PAD PRIK SOT)            - 2,8,13                                             £7.25   
A best seller, sliced meat of your choice cooked in fresh chilli and garlic  
with a kick, stir fried with onions, peppers and spring onion in soy sauce,  
flavourful and hot.

VOLCANO (PAD PIK DENG)            - 3,5,7,13                                                    £7.25 
A spicy and flavoursome sauce made from using aromatics and fresh  
fine beans, peppers and carrots, with your choice of meat.

BLACKBEAN (PAD THUADAM)            - 2,8,13                                             £7.25 
A savoury favourite made stir-frying our black bean sauce with a lightly  
batteredmeat of your choice. Comes with broccoli, mushrooms, carrots and onions.

TAMARIND (PAD MAKHUM)             - 2,8,1,13                                                 £7.25 
Stir fry using tamarind paste - an essential in thai cuisine, a sweet,  
sticky and tangy sauce with onions and carrots stir fried with a lightly battered 
Meat of your choice. Garnished with crispy onions and coriander. 

SWEET & SOUR (NAM JIM PRIAO WAN)               - 2                                     £7.25 
Our own made sweet and sour sauce made from fresh fruit and veg, combined with 
a lightly battered meat of your choice with onions, peppers, carrots and pineapple.

THAI BASIL (PAD KRAPOW)              - 2,8,13                                                  £7.50 
A Thai classic, your choice of sliced meat stir fried in chilli and garlic with onions, 
peppers and green beans in a flavourful sauce with fresh Thai basil throughout. 

SPECIALS – SERVED WITH BOILED RICE
THAI AROMATIC DUCK  (PET PHAEN KHEK)            - 2,8,12,13        ½ £15  ¼ £8 
Shredded marinated duck pa loa served with a mix of veg, hoisin sauce and 
pancakes.
CRYING TIGER  (SUEA RUENG HAI)            - 2,8,13                                        £10  
Grilled slices of Sirloin Steak stir fried with peppers, mushrooms and  
onions with Shaoxing wine in a Thai orchid sauce seasoned with pepper.  
Served with a spicy dipping sauce.
SEA BASS WITH LIME SAUCE (PLAA NEUNG MANOI)             - 2,5,8,13          £11.75      
Steamed sea bass fillet, with chilli garlic and lime garnished with  
coriander in a light but flavour packed sauce. A seafood fanatics favourite.
FRIED PORK/BEEF AND STICKY RICE (MOO TOD KANOI)             - 2,3,8,13     £8.50 
Crispy savoury strips of either beef or pork with our sticky rice and siracha sauce. 
THAI ORCHID ROAST (PED PA LOA)             - 1,2,8,13                                        £9                
Sliced duck breast in a rich thai pa lao sauce, on a bed of Chinese green leaf 
topped with crunchy garlic and coriander. 
ANGRY LAMB (KAE KROT)             - 1,2, 3,5,13                                                   £10       
A hot and fiery aromatic sauce stir fried with sliced lamb tenderloin,  
green beans, bamboo shoots, onions and peppers made from our red curry paste. 
One of our hotter dishes. 
SPICY IN DALTON (LAHB NUA)            - 2,3,5,13                                               £8.50 
A Traditional lime and mint stir fry, a fresh meat salad using a finely chopped  
meat of your choice with a salty, zesty hot kick with strong herbs.  
Choice of chicken, pork or beef. Duck is an additional £1.50.
HEAVEN IN SEA                 - 2,3,4,5,13                                                                             £8.95 
Thick souffle curry made from rich spices and finished with a drizzle  
of coconut milk, comes with sliced squid and king prawns.

SEAFOOD DISHES – SERVED WITH BOILED RICE
GARLIC AND PEPPER STIR FRY (PRAD KRATIEM PRIK)              - 2,3,8,13         £8.95 
A stir fry using onions and bell peppers, in a garlic and pepper sauce,  
topped with coriander and crunchy garlic. Choice of Squid or Prawn.

FRESH CHILLI STIR FRY  (PRAD PRIK SOT)                  - 2,3,8,13                            £8.95 
Fresh chilli and garlic stir fried with prawn or squid with onions and peppers,  
in a spicy soy sauce blend finished with spring onion. Choice of prawn or squid.

THAI BASIL STIR FRY (PAD KRAPOW)                  - 2,3,8,13                           £8.95 
A Thai favourite using chilli garlic and fresh Thai basil leaves, with onions peppers 
and green beans comes in sauce with a kick. Choice of Squid or Prawn.

KING PRAWN VOLCANO                  - 3,5,13                                    £8.95 
King Prawns in a spicy and flavoursome sauce made from using  
aromatics and fresh fine beans, peppers and carrots and coconut milk.

KING PRAWN WITH CASHEW NUTS  (GOONG MIT MA MOUNG)       - 2,3,5,8,10,13      £8.95 
Stir fried king prawns with crunchy golden cashew nuts in a soy and oyster sauce. 
very mild in spice. includes onions, carrots, and spring onions.

KING PRAWN WITH TAMARIND  (GOONG PAD MAKHUM)               - 2,3,13             £8.95  
Lightly battered prawns combined with a sweet and savoury sauce  
made from tamarind paste stir fried with onions, peppers and carrots.

KING PRAWN IN OYSTER SAUCE (GOONG NAM MUN HOY)                 - 2,3,8,13 £8.95 
King prawns stir fried in a dark, sweet and salty oyster sauce with onions,  
broccoli, mushrooms and carrots.

KING PRAWN IN BLACKBEAN SAUCE(GOONG PAD THAUDA)                  - 2,3,8,13         £8.95 
Lightly battered king prawn stir fried in our savoury black bean sauce,  
with fresh broccoli, onions, and carrots.

SWEET AND SOUR FISH (NAM PRIO WAN)             - 2,5     £9.50 
Lightly battered and combined with our sweet and sour sauce made using fresh 
fruit and veg, includes carrots peppers and onions.                   

SWEET AND SOUR PRAWN             - 2,3,5      £8.95
FISH PANANG   (PENANG PLA)             - 2,3,5                                                 £9.50 
Slices of bassa fillet fried in a batter and incorporated in a dry and  
rich curry with traditional Thai herbs and aromatics. 

FISH WITH GINGER  (KING PLA)              - 2,3,5,8                                                £9.50 
Slices of bassa fillet fried in a batter and stir fried in our soy sauce  
base with shaoxig wine, fresh finely sliced ginger, onions, carrots and mushrooms.

CRISPY FISH              - 2,5,8                                                                                £9.50  
Customers favourite, made with a deep rich chilli garlic sauce  
with fresh onions and peppers combined with slices of fried bassa fillet. 

SALT AND CHILLI MAINS - SERVED WITH BOILED RICE  
CHICKEN, BEEF or PORK  -           - 2,8,9,11,14                          £7.95 
PRAWNS         - 2,3,8,9,11,14       £8.95                       
All lightly battered and stir fried in salt, chilli and garlic,  
with onions and peppers. Garnished with crunchy garlic and fresh coriander.

SIDES    
S/C CHICKEN WINGS         - 2,8,9,13                                                £4.95            
Fried till crispy then introduced to our popular mix of salt, chilli and garlic,  
with onions and peppers.

S/C THAI SPARE RIBS         - 2,8,9,13                                                                              £4.95 
Our own Thai spare ribs fried and  introduced to our popular mix of salt,  
chilli and garlic, with onions and peppers.

SALT AND CHILLI CHIPS         - 2,8,9,13,14                                                          £3.50 
A customers favourite, normal sized chips stir fried in the popular  
sauce of salt, chilli and garlic, with onions and peppers.            

SAUCES 
SATAY SAUCE                 - 3,5,10,11                                        £2.50 
SWEET CHILLI                  - 2,                                                     £2.50 
SWEET AND SOUR                                                                                                                                            £2.50 
CHINESE CURRY                   - 2,9                                                                                 £2.50


